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This invention relates to the manufacture of 
table and like knives with solid forged bolsters. 

In the manufacture of Such table and like 
knives it is usual for the blade, bolster and taing 
to be forged by drawing down the blade and tang 
from Stock of a section large enough to afford 
the bolster between them. This provides a back 
forging with an irregular outline to the blade, 
from which the proper shape is produced by cut 
ting away excess metal in a die. Afterwards the 
blade is hardened and then with the boister, 
ground and polished. These operations require 
much work and result in a substantial loss of 
metal as scrap removed by the die and as metal 
ground off. 

It has been proposed, instead of drawing down 
the metal, to use black rolled strip metal and 
form the bolster by an upsetting Operation, but 
the forging has still required subsequent oper 
ations of hardening, grinding and polishing. 

In the process according to the present inven 
tion the order of operations is substantially re 
versed, with material economy in Inletal and 
abour and increased rate of ouput. 
According to the present invention, bright 

hardened stock is taken of a section substantially 
that of the finished blade, and is first punched 
Out to the outline of the blade With an allowance 
for tang and bolster, the bolster is then upset by 
an electrical upsetting process and is formed be 
tween dies, and the blade is then completed by 
glazing and polishing the bolster. 

try electrically upsetting the bolster the temper 
and surface of the blade is not interfered with; 
therefore no Subsequent hardening operation is 
necessary and the finishing operations are sub 
stantially reduced to that on the bolster, little or 
no work on the blade itself being required, except 
sharpening the edge. 

Preferably the vice jaws which grip the tang : 
portion of the work in the electrical upsetting 
operation are shaped to upset a short root por 
tio. Of the tang into a thickened or rounded 
shape and if desired in a Subsequent operation 
the remainder of the tang can be heated and 
thickened by edgewise pressure on the part of 
the Stock Which is left. 

If this is done the finished blade has all the 
features of a blade forged in the black in the 
way hitherto usual, without any of the prolonged 
grinding necessay to bring a hannered or rolled 
blade to a fine flat finish and without the loss of 
retal consequent upon such grinding. 
Bright finished hardened tapered-section stock 

Such as is required for the initial material ac 
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cording to this invention can be produced with 
great uniformity of quality and correct temper 
of the finished blade so that variations of temper 
in the knives are automatically obviated, no 
straightening operations, such as are commonly 
required after hardening, are called for and the 
product is a superior article of cutlery. 
One example of a specific form of the process 

according to the present invention will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying 
drawing, in which: 
Figure shows the form of blanks punched 

from the Strip of hardened and polished Stock ac 
cording to the present invention, 
Figure 2 is a cross-section of the Stock, 
Figure 3 shows the blank viewed edgewise after 

upsetting a bolster section therein, 
Figure 4 is a similar view with the bolster die 

shaped to its final form, 
Figure 5 shows the parts in a state shown in 

Figure 4, but with the blade viewed flatWise, 
Figure 6 shows the tang after it has been corn 

pressed edgewise to thicken it, 
Figure it is an end-view of a tang as shown in 

Figure 6, 
Figure 8 is a diagrammatic plan of the upset 

ting apparatus. 
Referring to Figure 1, a strip is taken of 

hardened, tempered and polished stainless steel. 
This strip is commercially producible in long 
lengths and is of tapered section as seen in Fig 
ure 2, the back being thicker than the opposite 
edge. The dimensions of the strip are such as to 
afford a blank, when punched therefron, which 
is of the right thickness for the completed knife 
blade, and which needs only sharpening along 
the thin edge, without any material removal of 
the metal from the polished Surfaces. As shown 
a blank f2 is punched from said strip in the form 
of a knife-blade with a tank portion 3 extend 
ing from it. The tang portion is wider than that 
eventually required for the tang, and Somewhat 
longer. The blank is punched so that as much 
as possible of the edge of the blade extends along 
the thin edge of the Strip and So that the back of 
the blade. Where it is nearest to the tang to Uches 
the thicker edge of the Strip. The tang itself is 
punched as far as possible from the thicker por 
tion of the Strip. Although the Strip is hardened 
and tempered, it is possible to punch blanks 
therefrom as the temper is not so hard as that, 
which can be imparted to punches and dies, and 
the operation of punching a knife blank from 
such strip is known in itself. 
The first operation upon the biank 2 after 
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punching is to upset a bulge in the blank as shown 
at 4, Figure 3, at the junction i)etween the blade 
and the tang. This is done in the nannel 181'e- 
inafter expiaiined in Connection with if 
Of the drawing. The upset portion is Suci, 
as to contain the correct amount of metal fo: 
the bolste' eventually required, and also CC: 
prises an einbryo end portion 5 of the tang. The 
bulk of the tag, howevel, is left of the tick 
neSS Of the Original Stock fl'oin which it was 
punched. The bolster is foiled by pressure 
between dies to the Shape Shown at , figure 3 
Or to any Other desired shape Which inay je cale: 
for by the fashion chosen for the Kife. This 
is effected either hot, while the piece is Still not 
from the upsetting Operation, or in a Subsequent 
Operation as Inay be found desirabie, 
The above Operations leave the tang politicil 

3 Still fiat, but joined to the boister 
tially-lpset circular portion 5. Any fiash whi: 
Inay be produced in the die Cp21. 
bostel i3 is littlied atay, and tag 
F3, Which is ei, iroader than the ci - 

- r vir:- Lis; ; , . S is: 'eSS3 edgeSiS3 bic, sei 
SO as to reduce it to tie die - 
tion S, in the plana of 
thicken it, latei'aily as sh 

d f o i. 
i 

The dies ciploye 
ened or Serated S 
IeceSSai'S gripping 
inseited in tie Kilif 
tise pieSSule. On the at i 
is shroored over alo 

Figures G and 7. Slic Clovy fu 
grip of the tang in the handie, 

wise, at least Sufficients 
the netai, and if necessary to a forgiing 
As shown in Figure 5, the back of the blad 
bevelled as indicated at 9, and when the slight 
degree of Oxidation which occu's close to the 
bolster has been 'enowed by glazing and polish 
ing and the edge has been sharpened, the bla.{ie 
is 'eady for insertion in the handle in known 
ae. 

i.eferring to Figure 8, the electrical upsettin: 
agaatliS conglises a bed 2 having longitudiina 
guideways 24, 22 in which operate two Siies 3 
and iii. The slider 23 carries Wo transversey 
inovaile vice iaws 25, 26, which are operates i 
\vard One ain other by a light-hand isf 
SC'ev 2, and hand-wheei 22. These vice jaws are 
ade of Oinze, and are electrically connected 

age Secondary winding 53 of a step-do. 
tical transfone having a piinary winding i. 
The vice jaws 25, 23 are shaped to fit the blade 
gortion 2 of the knife-blank. The side 4 ca 
lies vice jaws 3f, 32, which are adapted to be 
forced towards one another to grip taing S, G3 
right- and left-hand Screw 33 operated by an 

heel 33. The Vice jaws 3A, 32 are connected 
ille lead S5 to the Otheir tefinitial of the 

3iec Cincay widing 5 of the transfore inea 
- - - ine jaws 3, 32 are in ineole refered io. 

sulated from the jaws 25, 28 in rhanner known per 
ge aid are recessed as shown at 38 to afford Space 
Oil each Side of the knife bank for the neta 
af the blank to OW, When Softened, aid to for: 

portion 5 of the tang as indicated in Figures 
to . The slider 4 is connected by connecting 
cds 37, 33 to a cross-head 39, and the cross-head 
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a bolster by heating the portion batsver. 

4. 
is engaged by a ran 40. Theian 40 is operated by 
hydraulic cylinder not Shown in the drawing So 
as to move the CrOSS-head 39 to the left as ShoWn 
in the figure, When Suitable preSSure is applied 
in the cylinder, and thus to carry With it, the Slide 
24 and the Vice jaws 3, 32. The Slide 23 is op 
erated upon by a ran 4, which may be either 
yieldingly preSSed by Spring ineans, Ol' hydrauli 
cally operated, or other Wise, as desired, to nove 
the Vice jaws 25, 26, to the left as shown in the 
figure. 
Behind the Slider 24, considered in the direc 

tion of the length of the machine there is a 
Wedge-shaped Structure consisting of tWO up 
standing blacks 2, 43, between which are two 
Wedge Vice jaws 44, 45, adapted to grip the end 
of a push rod 46 firmly and to Sustain it against 
pressure exerted on the tang f3. 

In Operation a knife-blank 2 is gripped firmly 
between the movable vice jaws 25, 8; and also 
gripped at the taing end between the intermediate 
vice ja's 3, 32. The internediate vice jaws 3, 
32 are So adjusted as not to grip the tang so 
finiy as to prevent then Sidiig along it. Cur'- 
reint being now applied, the portion of the biank. 
between tie jaws 25, 29 on the one end, and the 
iaWS 3, 32 at the other, becomes heat 
passage of the electric cul'reint, to forging ten 

i’ature, and the pressure applied by the ram 
& Coimpresses tie :1etai, foriming an upset, por 
tioi etijeen the Wo pairs of jaws. As the i 
Setting operation proceeds, the intermediate 
Vice ia WS 3, 3 are caused to slide along the 
knife blank to the left Sufficiently to expose fresh 
metal to the electric current and to the upsetting 
Oeration until an upset is produced Sinjiar to 
that shown in Figure 3. By suitable egliation 
Of the current, the upsetting operation is carriad 
9ut at a temperature Which is maintained within 
fol'ging temperature of the steel, and, surprising 
iy, it is found that although the steel is forged 
in the bolster portion, the remaindel of the biade 
Where it is gripped by the vice jaw is 3, 32 does not 
have its temper drawn, but remains blight, and 
polished and of good temper Suitable for a knife 
blank. 

It will be seen, therefore, that by the present 
invention, starting from hardened, tempered and 
polished stock, a holster is forged in one piece 
With the knife-blade without altering tile tein 
per Of the blade, and without dietnaiding itse 
eXtensive grinding and polishing ope'ations upon 
forged in etal which are commonly regardedi 2.5 

e eSSential in the production of a solid forged biade. 
The resultant Saving in the netal employed 

aS compared with the usual process for black 
forging the whole blade, fojowed by grinsiing, 
polishing, hardening and temperig, is vers' con 
siderable, and the blades accordii: 
invention are not, only of the hig 
are IOle easily IgnaSS-produced with sh 
ifornity, both of temper, sharpness a 
tail has been possible in the manufa 
cutlery hitherto. 

Cain: 

Knife blades, whereill bright hardened stock of a 
Secticin substantially that of the fir 
Sed, comprising punching oit, 

blade and integral tang from the s tock, ; 

blade and tang and applying pres: 
blade axially thereof to buige atviar *... 
h2ated portion and pressing the buiged goritic; 
between dies to shape the bulged politici into 3. 
complete bolster. 
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2. A process for the production of solid forged 
knife blades, wherein bright hardened stock of a 
section substantially that of the finished blades 
is used, comprising punching out the outline of 
a blade and integral tang from the Stock, upset 
ting a bolster by electrically heating the por 
tion between the blade and tang and applying 
pressure to the blade axially thereof to bulge 
outwardly the heated portion and pressing the 
bulged portion between dies to shape the bulged 
portion into a complete bolster. 

3. A process as claimed in claim 2, including 
the step, simultaneous with the upsetting of the 
bolster, of upsetting a short root portion of the 
tang. 

4. A process as claimed in claim 2, including 
the subsequent step of compressing the tang 
transversely of its axis to thicken it. 

5. A process for the production of Solid forged 
knife blades, wherein bright hardened stock of a ; 
section substantially that of the finished blades 
is used, comprising punching out the outline of 
a blade and integral tang from the stock, upset 
ting a bloster by electrically heating the portion 
between the blade and tang and applying pres 
sure to the blade axially thereof to bulge out 
wardly the heated portion, placing the bulged 
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portion between dies to shape the bolster, and 
subsequently polishing the bolster. 

6. A process for the production of solid forged 
knife blades, wherein bright hardened Stock of 
a section Substantially that of the finished blades 
is used, comprising punching out the outline of 
a blade and integral tang from the stock, upset 
ting a bolster by electrically heating the portion 
between the blade and tang and applying pres 
Sure to the blade axially thereof to bulge outward 
ly the heated portion and pressing the bulged 
portion between the dies to shape the bulged por 
tion into a complete bolster, cutting off the flash 
around the bolster and polishing the bolster. 

BERNARD MILLER, 
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